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Dear CCF supporters,

It gives me enormous pleasure to write this note for this special occasion celebrating the 33rd Anniversary of 
the Children’s Cancer Foundation. I am exceptionally honoured to be the CEO of the Foundation, an incredible 
organisation that helps children and families fight against cancer.

I have experienced this brilliant work first-hand during visits to the Children’s Hospital and our community 
centres. In only six months, I met patients and parents in the hospital; survivors at the Sunshine School 
Graduation Ceremony, Christmas Party, Hebe Haven Fundraising Event and saw for myself some of the 
powerful impacts of our programmes. It is heartening and inspiring to see how CCF grew from a ground-up 
movement supporting children with leukaemia to become an established provider of integrated psychosocial 
services and programmes for children and families affected by childhood cancer and life-limiting illness.

CCF came from small beginnings 33 years ago, when a small team with big dreams of serving infants, 
children, and families in the daunting battle of fighting against cancer. With the spirit of determination and 
hope, this initial idea blossomed. The organization flourished and grew, touching numerous lives over the next 
three decades. 

Over the years, we are glad to have been part of the healing and recovery of many cancer warriors. With 
the trust and support of numerous doctors, corporate partners, sponsors and volunteers, we have funded 
impactful research, raising awareness, supporting families, and empowering everyone to help cure childhood 
cancer. We have also expanded the scope to enhance emotional, social, and medical well-being. These 
efforts range from assigning a child life specialist to providing art-assisted therapies to its beneficiaries. 

Today, CCF has become at the forefront of the fight against the disease and to make greater progress than we 
could alone – bringing hope to cancer-stricken children and families. Unfortunately, cancer & serious illness 
is not quite as rare as many of us may think. In Hong Kong, an average of 180 children are diagnosed yearly 
and life-threatening illnesses stood at over 2,000 cases in 2022. 

Together, we’ve come so far. But we have so much more to do. And we will go much further. Cancer or life-
limiting illnesses is relentless. But so are we.

We count on You
Your support during our 33 years of fighting for children with cancer, survivors, and their families has made 
it possible to dream even bigger as we look toward the future. We are proud to count you as our partner 
in this work. From volunteering to donation or pledging a gift in your will, your support will bring hope to 
those affected by childhood cancer & life-limiting illnesses.  Your pledge means we can make even greater 
leaps forward to fight for better lives for our kids, survivors, and families.

No family should fight childhood cancer alone. Thank you.
Vera Chin

Chief Executive Officer
Children’s Cancer Foundation

CCF’s Milestones

2022
Served over 40,000 
attendances annually on 
average*

Funded over 45 childhood 
cancer research projects 
since establishment

Raised over HK$650 
million since 
establishment

Continued to expand 
resources for research 
and specialized care

……

Words
from

CEO

1992
Pioneered 
play service 
and play 
therapy

1999
Began 
palliative 
homecare 
service

2010
Began rehab 
bus service

CCF's 
Hospital Play 
Coordinator 
passed the 
accreditation 
examination 
and became 
a Certified 
Child Life 
Specialist

2015
Launched a 
transitional 
preschool 
education 
program – 
the Sunshine 
School

2018
Established 
the Children’s 
Palliative Care 
Foundation, 
providing 
professional 
palliative and 
home care 
services for 
more critically 
ill children

2019
Held the 
first ‘Asia 
Child Life 
Symposium‘

*Statistics counting from 2016 to 2022
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CCF celebrates in every November, and 2022 marks the 33rd anniversary of CCF, laying a remarkable milestone in our 

development. In Chinese, the word “33” symbolizes life and is reminiscent of a bright and hopeful future.

Looking back, CCF has served more than 5,000 patients and families, which many of them have become survivors. The late effect 

brought by cancer may affect them life-long, yet, these survivors endeavour to overcome the challenges and are perseverant 

in living their life to the fullest. Those once illed have now become grownups, while some have even learnt to give out a helping 

hand, say becoming volunteers in CCF activities, or guiding kids in making handicrafts. Not only do they ignite hope with their 

enthusiasm and perseverance, but also they live a bright and vivid life with the best of themselves.

We sincerely thank you for walking hand in hand with CCF in the past 33 years. Let us share our survivors’ stories and may their 

positivity brighten your day! We hope you may continue to encourage and support them to overcome the challenges ahead.

While other 18 year-olds worry about university applications or career 

paths, Alyssa has more on her plate. Diagnosed with ovarian carcinoma 

six years ago, she had been battling with her illness and facing changes 

in both her learning and living environment. Once, she had even 

suspended her studies for cancer treatment.

But all the pressure and hurdles have only made Alyssa more mature 

and stronger. Unaffected by her past, Alyssa quickly caught up with 

school life and the learning progress with a positive mindset and cheerful 

smile following a successful treatment. Being an extrovert, she never 

lost faith in herself but rather used her experience to encourage and 

inspire others. She also tried to stay as active as she could be, such as 

joining different sports activities – she even got picked into the school’s 

swimming team. This year, she even tries something new – by joining 

Sunshine Crew, a sailing team organised by CCF. “When I first got my 

hands on the sport, I felt challenged. I have no idea how to control my 

boat with different wind direction and would always capsize… But after a 

few times, I learnt that it wasn’t a big deal. All you need to do is get back 

up and do it again!” she said. After two months of training, Alyssa has 

got so much better that the coach praises her talents. She was invited to 

join a few regattas with other teammates too!

American swimmer Caeleb Dressel once said, “It's just about getting 

better every day.” Alyssa said, “the saying inspired me a lot. I hope to live 

in the moment and live my best life!” Having just completed her HKDSE 

exam, Alyssa is going to leave Hong Kong to pursue her dream of being 

a physiotherapist. Brave the wind and the waves proudly, Alyssa!

“Taking the steering wheel of life in my own hands” 
Alyssa

Survivors Stories –  
Live a Life upon Challenges
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Everyone has their own superheroes. Whether it is the Marvel stars or Superman,  

people look up to superheroes as beacons of hope.

Superheroes have been a great encouragement to AA, who has been suffering from 

acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) since childhood. The 14 year-old has been forced 

to take a break from school to fight his illness. During chemotherapy, he needs to take 

different medication, leading to side effects such as headache and fever. One of the 

medications even caused a low blood platelet count, making him easy to bleed. AA’s 

mom recalled, “at that time, he would bleed even from just a sneeze. The nurse told us 

the best we can do is keep our son from moving. He can only lie on the bed because 

any movement could mean danger.” The painstaking days of being in chemotherapy 

was a nightmare to AA. “I felt so lonely. Every night when I look out the tiny window and 

see the moon, I am thinking of leaving the ward,” he said.

At the peak of the pandemic, 21-year-old Vincent took part as a front-
line worker at AsiaWorld-Expo Treatment Centre. His medical knowledge 
helped him attend to patients’ needs, while his treacherous upbringing 
enabled him to take care of patients with empathy. Behind his professional 
role lies Vincent’s bitter recovery from his cancer…

Vincent was diagnosed with eye cancer at the age of one, which impaired 
his right eye’s function. The cancer was an inseparable part of his growth, 
when he experienced chemotherapy, electrotherapy, laser, cataract and 
pink eye surgeries, and eventually removal of his eyeball. At the age of 

“ I  can  be my superhero”
AA

“Candle illuminates not only itself but also others”
Vincent

five, running out of local medical solutions, Vincent had to leave Hong Kong for the US, where he could receive the latest electrotherapy. 

It was 17 when Vincent could finally farewell the seemingly endless surgeries. Yet, he was faced with other challenges upon recovery. 
From his studies to social life, he felt helpless. “My upbringing was nothing but visiting hospitals. Other than few chances to truly 
communicate with my peers at school, I was discriminated because of my eye condition. I could not catch up academically, and barely 
had someone to talk to.” Despite the pressure, not only did he not give up, but he persevered to seek for betterment, which successfully 
helped him through the HKDSE. 

Graduating from secondary school, Vincent volunteered at hospital, where he developed interest in embarking on a medical career. 
“My childhood condition enabled me to experience love and care by many caretakers at hospital, without which it was impossible for 
me to weather my stays there without fear.” As such, he pursued tertiary education to become a personal care worker for the elderly, so 
that he can become a nurse eventually. He hopes to make use of his experience to serve those in need. His latest assistance as a nurse 
assistant at Treatment Centre is a valuable practical experience. “The days during internship was intensive, sometimes even without meal 
or bathroom break; but with a heart to serve patients, and in preparation for my future, I overcame every difficulty!” he said.

In the coming year, Vincent will apply to tertiary institutes and nursing schools. We wish him success in his application and may his 
dreams come true!
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Child Life...More than Just Fun

12-year-old Tina was diagnosed with leukaemia nine years ago. The treatment period was smooth with no relapse, yet it took them three 

years of time to fully recover. Time is critical for children in early childhood as they could learn fast. Therefore, Tina’s mother was concerned 

about her development. "When she recovered, Tina was almost six years old, but her mind and abilities were still around three years old, 

and everything had to be learned from scratch. Children of the same age have already learned a lot of things, and I am so worried that it 

will be difficult for her to catch up.“
Fortunately, the effort of Tina and her mom paid off. Tina gradually caught up 

with her school work, and now exceled in her academic studies. Besides, she 

also tried to get in hands with different art and craft, such as painting, indigo 

dyeing, paper art and etc. 

While she creates her artwork, she can freely express her emotions and 

improve her thinking skills. Among them, she likes to create marbling art 

the most. Every time, the artwork is with different ink and oil ratio, allowing 

different forms of work. Each of these works is unique and full of surprises!

In addition to focusing on her primary six studies, Tina is also a member of 

her school’s swimming team. We believe she will be able to advance to her 

favorite subject and reach her goal!

Every Sunshine Kids is unique. Just like different marbling art, they are with 

distinct personalities and strengths. What CCF has to do is to help them 

explore their potentials and make each of their dreams happen!

“ I  can  be my superhero”
AA

“I can draw gorgeously with my hands”
Tina

AA has been fascinated by superhero movies since young. His favourite is Spiderman – because he is witty, determined and never 

gives up! Alike his idol, AA never gives up and is eager to try everything. After three years of chemotherapy, he joined all kinds 

of activities that he was yearning for: running, filming, drama, drawing, sailing, 

swimming and etc. After a few failed applications, he successfully got into his dream 

program-the junior space camp. 

Despite all the sickness and misery, what is important is how to rise from the ashes. 

An occasional fall will only make you a stronger person. AA’s passion for life and 

perseverance made him his own superhero!
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Updates on the Long-term Follow-up Programme

Repositioned at the end of 2021, our Patient Care and Community Service 

Team focuses on providing rehabilitation training for childhood cancer 

patients, survivors and their families, such as occupational therapy, physical 

activities; as well as strengthening their potentials via different activities and 

career support services. Through which, we are able to reduce the impact 

brought by childhood cancer, and enhance their adaptability as they return to 

school. These few years, the needs of our service users have changed rapidly, 

especially under the pandemic. Therefore, our services are modified from time 

to time, to ensure we are in line with our families to provide the best support 

possible. Let us introduce these new activities to you!

“I am grateful to have 

this experience to become a 

stall owner, and to be able 

to share my products by 

myself!” 

             Cherry

“I feel touched 

because my work 

are appreciated.” 

                     Marco 

Sunshine Market – 
Building a career with your interest!

With CCF’s diversified activities, Sunshine Kids are able to try different 

handcrafts, such as indigo dyeing, paper art, marbling art, twisting balloons 

and etc. The satisfaction and recognition brought by art creation provide them 

the courage to further explore their strengths.

The Sunshine Market is formed by a group of patients and survivors who are 

interested in art and crafts. These talented “Sunshine Craftsmen” are eager to 

share their unique stories and inspire you through their creative works!

You are welcome to support these Sunshine Craftsmen at the upcoming 

Sunshine Market! Stay tuned to our social media for more updates.

Stay tuned for 
latest Sunshine 

Market updates!

Arrive at 
CCF!

Fresh Activities
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Updates on the Long-term Follow-up Programme

When a child is being diagnosed with cancer, the whole family is traumatized. 

Worrying about their children, families often neglect the pressure on themselves, 

and there is no way to relieve their stress. Therefore, CCF organised four sessions 

of gardening activity last year for parents to enjoy a glimpse of relaxation. 

Through planting flowers and learning a variety of gardening skills, parents are 

able to express their emotions and find a peace of mind while supporting their 

children on their road to recovery.

After the workshop, participants can also share their gardening work and their 

children’s stories. Families with similar experiences can connect and support each 

other through hard times.

"Garden with You"  
Relaxation Activity for Parents

“I’m glad to learn new 

skills and knowledge 

through the programme. 

I can also train up my 

patience!” 

Christine’s Mother

“When I focus on 

planting, I have a 

me-time – I feel so 

relaxed!” 

Lok Lok’s Father 

Educating children with a positive mindset
“I enjoy participating in 

these sharing sessions, 

which allow me to 

understand what is the 

best for my children.” 

Tsz To’s Parents

“Earnest advice by the two 

social workers! What they 

have suggested are useful 

and feasible.” 

Hei Hei’s Parents 

From diagnosis to treatment and recovery, both patients and their families suffer huge pressure. 

Love well, whip well, they may sometimes get stuck in unnecessary arguments, end up 

worsening their family relationship. 

CCF encourages parents to learn more about the Positive Education approach – that is to explore 

children’s strengths, help them acquire a well-meaning character and build a solid foundation 

for future with the help of positive psychology. Every children has different personalities, interests 

and strengths. Only by careful observation and patience can they effectively help children to 

encounter their stress and challenges in daily life, and ultimately live a flourishing life.

In late 2022, a series of six positive education learning sessions were conducted for two 

groups of parents. Under the guidance of professionals and social workers, parents can share 

parenting experiences with each other and brainstorm improvements in handling different 

conflicts. There are also role-play activities for parents to apply what they have learned.
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Child Life...More than Just Fun

4-year-old girl Circle used to invite me to stay with her and play with her buddy, “Starry”, 

whenever she visited hospital. Starry is a plain white doll with a purple robe, which is the 

character shown on the logo of Child Life team. 

Circle loved to roleplay with the doll using different medical equipment, such as auscultating 

and recording temperature. I remember one time when she drew some numbers and 

unfamiliar symbols on the doll. She explained, “Little Starry is suffering from fever, therefore she 

needs to stay in the hospital and stop the chemotherapy.” Yet at the same time, Circle knew that 

if she herself did not take the treatment pills, the “bad cells” would mess around in her body 

again. Therefore, she drew all her troubles and worries on the doll to express her feeling, then, 

by roleplaying as a doctor, she helped her little buddy out to fight against the disease. I was 

impressed by Circle’s imagination and observation, as well as the power of Starry in alleviating 

her stress and discomfort. 

The Magical Tools
of ‘Child Life’

This is just one case among the rest – this magical doll has always been a useful tool at my work. 

Whenever young patients struggle with medical procedure, I will give a doll to them as their unique 

buddy. Do you know why and what is the meaning behind the doll? 

Child Life Doll to alleviate young patients’ fear
This plain doll, i.e. Child Life doll, is used for Child Life Team to encourage young patients’ imagination. 

According to a research article* published in 1999, “when a child creates with their own style on a 

completely blank outline stuffed doll, they are able to freely express their feelings and seek happiness. 

The toy aids medical staff to help improve patients’ ability to cope with fear.” Since then, this blank outline 

doll has contributed to relieving young patients’ fear, hence becoming the symbol of our Child Life service. 

To put it simple, it is better to describe the Child Life doll as a “tool” than a “toy”. Children patients can 

draw out scenes of their hospitalization or medical experiences, which could be different for each of 

them. There are neither designated facial features nor pre-assigned clothing, what matters is simply their 

imagination. The doll created by patients themselves could be more personalized and children could feel 

a higher sense of ownership. 

Facing different challenges, child patients may display different fear, such as fear of injections. In this 

case, Child Life specialists may guide them, using a doll, to draw some injection markings. Through 

simulating the injection process, carers and Child Life specialists could observe children’s reaction and 

offer guidance when necessary. Patients may as well express their emotions and improve their coping 

ability to face different challenges ahead.

*Source: “The use of stuffed, body-outline dolls with hospitalized children and adolescents”,《Children's health care : Journal of the Association for 

the Care of Children's Health》

Child Life Doll
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Child Life...More than Just Fun

I recalled hearing a question from a 12-year-old boy, Raymond, “can I give my doll an operation?” 

It is because Raymond is facing an amputation operation very soon. Frightened by the unknown 

future, he resorted to using his buddy to let his emotions out. The roleplay of him doing an “operation” 

on his doll provides him an opportunity to understand the procedure and symbolically say goodbye 

to his limb to be amputated.

It is crucial to every children to express their emotions, not just during treatment process, but also 

at post-treatment recovery stage. You are welcome to learn more about our Child Life Service at the 

below QR code and how we can tackle children’s fear with different medical toys!

Children's Cancer Foundation
Senior Child Life Specialist 

Nurse Ma-Ma 

Draw Your own Doll
Do you wish to draw your own little buddy? You are 

welcome to do it yourself, using the below body-

outline doll! 

Name of my own Buddy 

My Story

Visit our  
YouTube  
Channel:
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Special Topic

May is the parent of Sum Sum, a little girl who had suffered from leukemia. Diagnosed at 
one, she passed away after fighting against cancer bravely for two years and four months.

The Coffee that evokes Memories
- Love from a parent of deceased child

“She was a precious gift”
Looking back, May’s pregnancy was never easy, and she had to be extremely cautious to ensure the safety of 
her daughter. Sum Sum was a test-tube baby, and due to the unstable embryo situation, May has no choice 
but to give up the other embryo. Therefore, May cherished Sum Sum a lot. Fortunately, Sum Sum was born 
healthily and was a well-behaved child growing up.

At one year old, Sum Sum felt unwell and went to the hospital – only to find out 7 days later that she was 
diagnosed with leukemia. With May’s online coffee store starting for only 6 months, she was in great shock 
and panic. All of a sudden, she needed to take care of her daughter,  who was admitted to the hospital for the 
first time, plus to handle her growing business. She was overwhelmed by troubles and huge pressure.

Family First, Interest Later
May later decided to shift focus from her online business to taking care of her daughter. One time during ward 
visit, Sum Sum was attracted by the scent of coffee, and pointed her little fingers towards a cup of coffee. May 
realised Sum Sum was interested in coffee too, therefore, she brought her coffee bean collection and guided 
her to smell them, each by each, type after type. This new habit had strengthened the bonding between Sum 
Sum and her mother, bringing unforgettable memories while they fought against cancer. Sum Sum would play 
with coffee drip bags, and May would demonstrate making hand-drip coffee when Sum Sum was drinking 
milk. May felt relieved that she was able to seek a balance between family and her own interest. May shared, 
“even now when I drink coffee, I can still recall her lovely expressions when I let her smell the coffee.” 

Walking in love and memory
There was a period when Sum Sum was infected with moulds in her lungs and had to be admitted to the ICU. 
The brave girl faced the treatment with courage, yet being a worried Mother, May would still like to support as 
much as she could. Therefore, she started her hospital stay – which she had not left the hospital for two whole 
months. Meanwhile, CCF’s Child Life specialist accompanied May in the hospital, and to help them prepare for 
different medical treatment and cope with the pressure.

Unfortunately, good time did not last long, Sum Sum’s situation became worse. After struggling with different 
treatment, she passed away lastly. Her mother had a hard and winding time handling the grief – from 
devastated and desperate, to slowly letting go and working hard to live a life. After a while, she started to open 
up her heart by sharing her stories with other people, and let Sum Sum’s memories live long.

Sharing Love and Giving Back to the Community
During the interview, May shed tears with us while reminiscing the good old days with her daughter. After 
all, she is grateful for the love and kindness received these years, which ignited her in the dark and guided 
her through the shallow. Therefore, she decides to give back to the community by organising a coffee drip 
bag charity sale for CCF. The coffee drip bags, which are named after Sum Sum, contain 5 themes - Love, 
Perseverance, Cherish, Hugs, and Companion. The charity sale started in August, and has gone viral and 
gained widespread support at the community! 

May also showed us a planet-shaped necklace that is made with Sum Sum’s cremated ashes. “I wore this 
all the time, and this makes me feel that Sum Sum lives forever in me. I wish I can carry her with me to see 
different sceneries and do more things together.” Moving forward, she wishes to encourage and support other 
families with children suffering childhood cancer with her best effort. 

Despite facing huge changes in life, love lasts long. All the best to May, and we believe she will carry a part of 
Sum Sum and walk on in her life.

Support May’s Coffee  
Drip Bag Charity Sale
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Passing It On

Have you ever wondered how far can a Primary Six student achieve? Some may academically perform well, some may 

become an athlete, some may even inspire people with some creative scientific works…well, the 12-year-old girls here, with 6 

kind-hearted souls, show us that there could be something more!

Primary Six student Ally has always been fascinated by butterfly accessories, so much that she would go down to Sham Shui 

Po for fabrics while learning how to DIY different types of jewellery. Apart from making them for herself, it is Ally’s habit to share 

her handmade accessories with the underprivileged from time to time, hoping to brighten up their days. This summer, she 

and five other friends, Katie, Shannon, Gladys, Bridget and Breeze, had decided to celebrate their graduation from primary 

school with a charitable act inspired by Ally’s bow clips.

The six girls launched a charity sale all on their own – from buying materials, making the accessories, liaising with CCF, to 

designing posters, decorating the venue and calling on the support of families and friends – these girls ran the whole show! 

Through the preparation process, Some of them, being the creative ones – took up the design job. Some outgoing ones took 

charge of the promotion. Some skillful ones worked on the actual craft. The two-month time has shaped them into a team 

with camaraderie while also allowing them a chance to explore their strengths individually. All they wish is just to send the 

warmest gift to patients and families suffering from cancer.

Their kind hearts send a ripple effect in the society, infatuating more to spread their kindness. The cloth store owner sponsored 

them materials at a cheap price after hearing their project. They also met many other people from all walks of life at the 

handicraft market, for instance, an old man visiting them for three days in a row, as well as a family sharing their stories of 

how they received support from CCF in the past, not to mention their relatives and friends showing support at the market.

Age does not limit these young girls from achieving great deeds. The key is kindness. They put their words into solid action in 

hope of supporting families diagnosed with cancer, and inspiring others in the society. These handmade butterfly accessories 

might be a humble gift, but they are also treasured and meaningful graduation presents for these girls.

Spreading Wings
of Kindness
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Passing It On

Green beans may not be the main food in a cuisine, but are commonly used as ingredients 

in many exquisite dishes. You may wonder, who would compare oneself to green beans? Let 

me share with you the story of the lady, who “is never the protagonist, but is a pod of green 

beans” – she is Ms Yu Mo Lin. 

Ms Yu has dedicated her life to the performing arts career – from Stephen Chow’s early classic 

comedies to recent award-winning local movies, you can always find her presence. Although 

she is just a supporting actress, she can always shine brightly, creating each and every 

classic scenes in front of the audience. Growing up in a poor family, Ms Yu only managed to 

attain a primary-school education, but she recognized the importance of education. After her 

retirement in 2005, Ms Yu donated her pension to build a primary school in Guizhou, China, 

benefitting over 300 children living in rural area, hoping that “everyone could have a chance 

to study”. 

This year, recovered from illness, Ms Yu got encouraged by her friend and publisher, Billy, to 

publish an autobiography. All proceeds of the book will be donated to CCF without any cost 

deduction. Ms Yu shared, “I don’t need money, I just want to help children with my donation. 

When I think of helping children in need, CCF pops up in my mind immediately. I am delighted 

to know that I can help!” And so, Ms Yu verbally shared her stories, and with the help from 

Billy, the book called “ I am a Green Bean“ (《我是一條豆角》) was drafted and published! 

The book records Ms Yu’s childhood memories, her friends and family, and her experiences 

in the performing arts industry. 

This kind-hearted act has gone viral and gained support from the society. A lot of celebrities 

supported by purchasing the book, and different media platforms endeavoured to promote 

the campaign and spread her kind words. In just 2 months of time, she has already raised 

over $1.1 million of donations for CCF, reprinting the books twice after sold out! Ms Yu was 

not expecting such response, and is overwhelmed to hear such good news. She shared, “I 

am so grateful that many kind-hearted people have come together to help children! Frankly 

speaking, I don’t know when I would leave this world, but I am glad that this book has carried 

my memories.”

Ms Yu’s kind act has not only benefited many patients suffering from cancer and life-

threatening illness, but also inspires the younger generation to learn from her. Our heartfelt 

thanks go to Ms Yu and Billy for their dedicated support, as well as all kind-hearted 

individuals for joining forces to make this happen. We wish Ms Yu a healthy and tranquil life!

Support and Spread the Kind Act!

If you want to purchase Yu Mo-Lin’s latest autobiography “ I am a Green Bean“, 

please feel free to call or WhatsApp message us.2815 2525

The Brightest
Green Bean

Thank you Mr Billy Wong for organising the 
project and volunteering as the book’s editor.
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While hat is a common accessory for many 

people in everyday life, it is of great importance 

to young patients who suffer from life-threatening 

i l lnesses. During their treatment, they may 

experience the side effect of hair loss, which 

would not only change their physical appearance 

but also trigger mood swings due to their loss of 

self-confidence. Therefore, hat is a clothing item 

to keep them warm as well as their mental shield 

after treatment.

In 1995, four primary students in the United States organised a fundraising campaign for 

their classmate, Kevin, who was diagnosed with cancer. Unfortunately, he passed away 

just days before the event. Dedicated to their friend, the event was still hosted in Kevin’s 

memory. To arise global concern and support children battling life-threatening illnesses, 

International Children’s Palliative Care Network (ICPCN) established the annual Hats On 

Day for Children’s Palliative Care campaign in 2013, encouraging people to wear a hat 

on every second Friday in October.

Show your Love with Hats on in town!

This year marks the 9th annual campaign, with Hats On Day falling on October 14 2022 to raise awareness on the needs of 

children with life-threatening illnesses and their families. Children's Palliative Care Foundation (CPCF) joined hands with The 

Hong Kong Society of Children's Palliative Care for the first time, in organising the “HatsOn!” campaign to invite the public to 

wear hats during Hats On Day and spread the message. We are honoured to gain support from celebrities, including Joyce 

Cheng, Anne Heung, Sharon Chan, Eunis Chan, Michael Tao and Derek Wong. Within three weeks, over 150 photos with 

families and children were collected. Some of them were even so creative and adorable to include their pets with hats!

On the other hand, a group of volunteers supported the campaign with dedicated efforts. Knowing that it may not be 

suitable for medical professionals to wear a hat at work, our volunteers weaved hat pins by themselves and delivered them 

to hospitals in various districts, so that the medical professionals could support the event via different means.

What is

“International 
Hats On Day”?
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CPCF Column

But, how to support without a hat at home? We have also designed an exquisite game filter to 

be launched on social media platforms. Even though you may not have the habit of wearing 

hats in daily life, you can still support the event virtually! The filter game has attracted over 5,000 

people to interact with each other and get to know children’s palliative care services.

Moreover, we have been proactively promoting through different offline channels. Thanks 

to the support of The MTR Corporation Limited and The Kowloon Motor Bus Company in 

sponsoring the advertisements at MTR station platforms and on the bus respectively. The 

advertisements showed not only the photos of our patients and CCF staff, but also it reflected 

the care and concern from the society.

The success of the campaign was attributed to everybody’s initiative 

in encouraging other family members and friends to show their 

support. As CPCF steps into the 5th year of service, we would uphold 

our “patient-oriented and family-centered” principle to fill the service 

gap of the healthcare system with a view to creating a seamless and 

holistic service network for patients in need.

Jus t l i ke our medica l 

professionals and carers, 

our volunteers were as 

well dedicated to support 

our young patients with 

the i r ta len ts . Thanks 

for being the unsung 

heroes!

Thanks for your Utmost Support
Our heartfelt gratitude to the following benevolent 
individuals and caring companies for supporting 

this campaign:

Caritas Lok Yi School
Chance Developmental Support Centre 

Citi Hong Kong
Club Castello
CM BINARY

Disney VoluntEars
Edelman

Hang Seng Bank
Hebe Haven Yacht Club

Marco Polo Hotels-Hong Kong 
MOS Burger Hong Kong
MTR Corporation Limited

Pet Space Group
Uber
UOB
Oki

Dr Chan Cheong-wai
Mr Billy Wong

Mr Chi Lo
Mr Derek Wong
Mr Michael Tao
Ms Anne Heung
Ms Eunis Chan
Ms Joeyful Joey
Ms Joyce Cheng
Ms Sharon Chan

Unsung Heroes Behind the Hats

It was definitely not easy to finish the preparation work shortly, and 

we must thank the group of volunteers who helped unconditionally in 

preparing for the campaign souvenir. Ka-ho, a young patient and artist, 

readily accepted our invitation to design six attractive stickers. Different 

quotes, carrying positive messages, are written on the stickers, showing 

that young patients can also live a vibrant life. By distributing the stickers, 

we can encourage support from the public.

Moreover, CPCF invited Auntie Lan and mom of Ka-ki to make 500 packs 

of hat pins. From colour matching, knitting to package sealing…each pin 

was handmade with love.

Watch the 
campaign video
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Fund-raising Activities

 Date Donor/Organiser Event Amount (HK$) Remarks

 2022
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May-October 2022

May 7 TWGHs Lee Ching Dee Memorial  Fund raising for kids 141,088.00 

  College Alumni Association & 

  The Ohio State University Alumni  

  Club of Hong Kong

May-Oct St. Baldrick's Foundation* Head Shaving Event 2022 340,049.20  

 

May-Oct Commercial Radio Production Limited* Share My Song Programme 1,792.36 

May-Oct Ms Ada Wang (WE Press)* WE Goods - XO Sauce  11,800.00 

    Charity Sale  

May-Oct GEODIS Hong Kong Limited* - Hung Fook Tong Coupon  23,158.00 Event held in Oct 2021 and Mar 2022. 

      Charity Sale 

    - Isagenix Products  Charity Sale 

    - Green Campaign: Happy  

      Share of Idle Items

May Dusty Calligraphy  Dusty Calligraphy Red Packet  16,800.00 Event held in Jan 2022. 

    Charity Sale

May mysweetiepiemarket* mysweetiepiemarket  3,000.00 Event held in Apr 23-24, 2022. 

    Charitable Support Activity 2.0 

May Samsonite Asia Limited* ‘Act for Love’ Charity Sale 17,860.00 Event held in Apr 26 and May 3, 2022.

Jun 9 Ian Chan International  Ian Chan Sticker Charity Sale 13,123.00 

  Fan Club Limited* (Australia)   

Jun 20 - Jul 31 Matafa Lifestyle Limited Drip Bag Coffee Charity Sale 10,000.00 

Jun Ian Chan International Fan Club “Kids Helping Kids” 8,369.00 

  Limited* (USA)  Charity Digital Artwork Sale  

Jun Keung Show Hong Kong Fan Club 姜濤生日慈善期間限定	 120,718.00 

	 	 	 	 精品義賣  

Jun-Sep Belgium Diamond House ‘Art for Good’ Charity Sale 13,200.00 

Jul 9 Ben Wong & Ryan Wong Shanghai Budget Challenge -  95,622.12 

    Ryan, Rex, Joon and Chris

Jul 18 Fans of Hins Cheung Hins Cheung 20th Anniversary  9,698.00 

    Umbrella Charity Sale  

Jul 20-26 Tombow  Tombow HK Charity  782.10 

    Stationery Set 

    (In support of CPCF)  

Jul 28 WEARE.TOOLS.FOR.DANSON Anson Lo 27th Birthday Set 3,000.00, 

Jul Ms Nicole Ma  Anson Lo's Birthday Charity Sale  9,800.00 

Jul-Sept Ms Yu Mo Lin & Mr Billy Wong  Yu Mo Lin Autobiography 1,100,000.00 

  Ting Kwong  

Jul - Oct Mr Marcello Kwan  Non Fungible Venus NFT project 2,000.00 

Aug 14 Enlighten Medical Limited Raga Finance x Enlighten  3,330.00 

    TCM Free Medical Consultation  

    Fund-raising Day  

Photo taken during Deutsche 
Bank’s Head Shaving event, 

with a total donation of 
HK$648,497.20.



 Date Donor/Organizer Event Amount(HK$) Remarks

 2009
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 2022
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Aug 26-28 Miss Ally Tang, Katie Wong,  Bow Making Charity Sale 17,909.00 

  Shannon Chow, Gladys Yeung,  

  Bridget Poon, Breeze Leung  

Sep 4 Ms Marianne Wong 《憑正念 同過渡 齊創造》	 105,450.00 

	 	 	 	 義賣應援  

Sep 10 Ms Chan  Keung To Porcelain Coaster  2,820.00 

    Charity Sale  

Sep FringeBacker Limited* FringeBacker COVID-19 HK  10,000.00 

    Virtual Marathon 2022   

Sep -Oct Mr Fish Milkfish Essence and  Hats On! Teens Hat Design 45,650.00 

  Lions Club of Hong Kong Alba Contest 

    (In support of CPCF)

Oct 22-23 Hebe Haven Yacht Club* Hebe Haven 24 Hour  442,000.00 

    Charity Dingy Race 2022  

Oct - Nov Maximum Racing  Charity Sale of Hood from  100,462.00 

    Macau Grand Prix Race Car  

   

Special thanks to:

(1) The Kowloon Motor Bus Company (1933) Limited, MTR Corporation Limited, Bravo Transport Services Limited, The Star Ferry Company Limited,  

Sun Ferry Services Company Limited and XGD Media Limited for the free advertising placements.

(2) Towngas for distributing our promotional leaflets.

(3) iconcept design and multimedia company limited for the design of promotional leaflets.

(4) The following organisations for placing the Foundation’s donation boxes on their premises:

 Action Waterfall  Llegend International Training Institute South China Athletic Association

 Bright Diva International Limited  Long Pig Daddy Kitchen  Today Speed Photofinishing Centre

 Club Castello   The University of Manchester Worldwide Limited V & B Cuisine Limited

 Dr Chung Siu Kwan and Clinic Unica MOS Food Hong Kong Limited  Verdure Bodhi Vegetarian

 Geodis Hong Kong Limited  Oh! My Dog  Victoria Recreation Club

 GIN   once upon A Babe  W.. Bakery

 Hebe Haven Yacht Club  Park Hotel Hong Kong  W. Burger

 Holiday Inn Express Causeway Bay Hong Kong Pet Space Group Limited (In support of the Children’s Palliative Care Foundation)

 Waterfall Sports and Wellness  JP Interior Design & Contracting  Samuel Ashley

 Welldone Learning Centre

A note of thanks is also due to the many unlisted individuals and organisations that have made generous donations /

donations in kind or have lent their support to the Children’s Cancer Foundation.

(The organisations above are listed in random order)
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Patient and Hospital Services

May 2022 – Oct 2022With fond memories…all because of you!

Jul 30

Special Thanks to the Department of Health Technology and Informatics (HTI), Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU), for organising the“One-Person-

One-Story” (OPOS) Programme since Feb 2022. Three survivors, three parents and a sibling joined in a sharing session, where participants were invited to share their 

achievements.  Each pair took turns to share their goals and difficulties during the journey. What a delightful moment to celebrate their hard work! 

May 7, 14
Jun 4, 11

S p e c i a l  T h a n k s 

to L ions Clubs In ternat ional 

D is t r i c t 303 - Hong Kong & 

Macao, China, for organising 

four sessions of Model-building 

Workshops. Participants have 

acquired video shooting and 

edi t ing ski l ls using di f ferent 

e q u i p m e n t .  W h a t a n e y e -

opening experience! 

Jul 23, 30
Aug 13, 20

Hats of f to al l Disney 

VoluntEars for spreading magic 

and happiness to CCF!! 4 Disney-

and-Pixar- themed Summer Ar t 

Jamboree workshops are hosted 

l a s t s u m m e r f o r 6 p a t i e n t s , 6 

parents and 4 siblings. Participants 

have fun w i th sc ience games , 

magic tr icks, singing & dancing 

and DIY handicrafts. 
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Patient and Hospital Services

Oct 22, 23

 We are excited to participate again in the 24-hour Charity Dinghy Race organised by Hebe Haven Yacht Club (HHYC)! With 4 newbies joining the 

Sunshine Crew, the team was able to utilize the skills learnt and enjoy sailing under the bright weather.  Besides, four patients and survivors joined the 

Market by selling their handmade handicrafts! Our heartfelt thanks to HHYC and we look forward to next year’s event!

Oct 8

 19 patients, 27 parents 

and nine siblings participated in 

the Rainbow Project Celebration 

Party in which recognition is given 

to survivors participating in CCF 

a c t i v i t i e s a c t i v e l y. A s i d e f r o m 

presenting the awards and gifts, 

participants enjoyed their day in 

the Noah's Ark Hong Kong! 

Aug 17

 Fly High, Sunshine Kids! 10 graduates, 18 

parents and two siblings attended the Sunshine 

S c h o o l  G r a d u a t i o n C e r e m o n y.  D u r i n g t h e 

ceremony, each Sunshine Kid made a paper plane, 

symbolizing the wish for higher achievement as 

they grow and return to their schools.

Special Thanks to the United Overseas Bank Ltd 

(Hong Kong), and Mr Thomas Lee, Senior Vice 

President and Team Head, Corporate Banking, UOB 

Hong Kong, for attending the ceremony. All the 

best to our graduates and may they soar to greater 

heights! 
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Patient and Hospital Services

Financial Assistance

May-Oct Financial assistance was provided for the following:
 (1) 21 drug sponsorships
 (2) two special scan or test sponsorships
 (3) one prosthetic sponsorship
 (4) living expenses
 (5) funeral expenses
 (6) travelling allowance

Half-way Homes

May-Oct A total of two families with children under active treatment 
used the Half-way Homes.

Publication

May 2022 Annual Service Summary 2020 - 2021

Jul 2022 CCF Newsletter Vol. 62

 

Hospital Services

May 25 The Coordinating Committee Meeting with CPCF and doctors 
from the public hospitals was held online.

Jun 15 The Coordinating Committee Meeting with CCF and doctors 
from the public hospitals was held online.

Staff Training

May 18 –  A Senior Child Life Specialist and a Child Life Specialist
Jun 29  attended an introductory course on the sensitive use of art for 

social work/counselling intervention organised by The Boys’ & 
Girls’ Clubs Association of Hong Kong (BGCA). 

May 24-25 A Senior Child Life Specialist attended an online course on 
Enhancing Personal Effectiveness in Role Transition organised 
by HKCSS Institute.

Jul 15 A PC&CS social worker attended an online seminar on 
Bereavement Counselling organised by St. James’ Settlement 
and Hong Kong Family Welfare Society.

Sep 13 A CPCF social worker attended a certificate course on Practical 
Skills of Community Outreaching & Psychiatric Emergency  
organised by the Hong Kong Society of Professional Training.

Sep 27 A PC&CS social worker participated in a certificate course Life 
Coaching for Youth organised by Hong Kong Social Workers' 
General Union.

Sep 30 A CPCF social worker attended a workshop on the Use of 
Bereavement Groups in Supporting Bereaved People organised by 
the Centre on Behavioral Health (HKU).

Oct 28 A CPCF social worker attended a workshop on Life and Death 
Education organised by the Centre on Behavioral Health (HKU).

Aug - Oct The Assistant Professional Services Manager (CPCF) attended 
a certificate course on the Newly promoted supervisors and 
managers in NGOs organized by HKCSS Institute

Others

Jun 20 The Professional Services Manager (CPCF) conducted an in-house 
training workshop on Acute Grief and ICU for CPCF social workers.

Jun 20 A CPCF Social Worker and CPCF Registered Nurse conducted an in-
house training workshop on Inside Out ICU for 16 PC&CS staff.

Jun 23 The Professional Services Manager (CPCF) and a CPCF Nurse 
Specialist shared CPCF service and a case with staff of the 
Department of Paediatrics & Adolescence, Queen Mary Hospital.

Sep 16 Ms Ada Ng and Ms Agnes Choi conducted an in-house training 
workshop on Child Abuse and Child Protection for 15 PC&CS staff.

Sep 21 The Professional Services Manager (CPCF) conducted a 
presentation on Children’s Palliative Care in Community  in 
the webinar co-organized by The Hong Kong Society of Child 
Neurology and Developmental Paediatrics and CPCF.

Community Education

Jun 30 One primary school talk on Life Education was conducted by a 
PC&CS social worker to C.U.H.K. F.A.A. Thomas Cheung School 
with 286 attendances.

Jul 29 One secondary school talk on Life Education was conducted by a 
PC&CS social worker to Po Leung Kuk Mrs Ma Kam Ming-Cheung 
Fook Sien College with 125 attendances.

Note: 

CCF: Children's Cancer Foundation

CPCF: Children's Palliative Care Foundation

PC&CS: Patient Care and Community Service



Patient and Hospital Services

Jun 18 A play house activity was held for eight patients, 12 parents 
and six siblings at Kowloon Bay.

Jun 24, July 8 Two sessions of parent-child floor curling activities were held 
for six patients, six parents and two siblings at Fa Yuen Street 
Sports Centre.

Jun 26 A sunset tour was held for five patients and three parents at 
Tuen Mun and Yuen Long.

Jun 29, July 6 Eight parents participated in two sessions of elementary 
horticultural workshops at CSC.

Jul 13, 20 Eight parents participated in two sessions of advanced 
horticultural workshops at CSC.

Jul 15, 22 Two sessions of online sharing sessions were held for seven 
parents.

July 22, 29 Eight patients, 16 parents and two siblings attended four
Aug 5, 12 sessions of sensory training at CSC.

Jul 23 An outing activity was held for five patients at the Dialogue in 
the Dark Jockey Club Dialogue Experience Place.

Jul 23, 30 Special thanks to Disney VoluntEars. Six patients, six parents
Aug 13, 20 and four siblings participated in four Summer Art Jamboree 

workshops with different characters and stories.

Jul 30 “One-Person-One-Story” (OPOS) is a project started in Feb 
2022. Special thanks to the Department of Health Technology 
and Informatics (HTI), Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU). 
17 PolyU volunteers matched with eight survivors in eight 
small groups. The volunteers were mentors of survivors and 
helped them to achieve their small goals. Three survivors, 
three parents and a sibling joined in sharing sessions of 
OPOS project. 

Jul 31 A parent-child activity was held for three patients, three 
parents and a sibling at CSC.

Aug 6 A Rummikub competition was held for seven patients, five 
parents and a sibling at CSC.

Aug 6, 7 Seven patients & survivors and a parent participated in a 
youth bazaar at the Mills.

Aug 13 Five patients, three parents and a sibling took a Japanese 
cuisine cooking class at CSC.

Aug 13, 20 11 patients and five parents attended two sessions of balloon 
twisting workshop at CSC.

Aug 16, 19 Five patients, six parents and two siblings had two dessert-
making sessions at CSC.

Aug 17 A Sunshine School Graduation Ceremony was held for 10 
patients, 18 parents and two siblings at CSC.

Aug 21 21 patients, 27 parents and seven siblings visited Cupnoodles 
Museum Hong Kong.

Aug 22, 24,  15 sessions of diversity learning workshop were held for 18
29-31 patients and 18 parents at CSC.

Patient Services Regular Activities 

Sunshine School Service at Community Service Centre (CSC)
May-Oct 17 sessions were held for six patients and six parents.

Sunshine School Service (online class)
May-Oct 20 patients and 23 parents attended 38 sessions of an online 

class.

Primary Tutorial Class
May-Oct 40 sessions were held for 11 patients & 10 parents at CSC.

Mathematics Tutorial Class
May-Oct 14 sessions were held for two patients at CSC.

Running Team
May-Oct 18 sessions were held for 10 survivors.

Floor Curling Training
May-Oct 15 sessions and two competitions were held for 20 survivors, 

three siblings and 13 parents.

Sunshine Crafts
May-Oct Seven sessions were held for 28 survivors and two parents.

Other Activities
May 3 One session of online fun mathematics class was held for four 

patients.

May 7, Aug 6 A family outing activity was held for 14 patients and 14 parents 
at the Dialogue in the Dark Jockey Club Dialogue Experience 
Place.

May 7, 14 Special Thanks to Lions Clubs International District 303 - Hong
Jun 4, 11 Kong & Macao, China, four sessions of Model-Building 

workshops for the Internet were held for six patients at CSC.

May 18, 25 Seven parents participated in four sessions of Aromatherapy
Jun 1, 8 Relaxation Group.

May 22 A family outing activity was held for seven patients, six 
parents, and a sibling at Fa Yuen Street Sports Centre.

May 28 10 patients, 13 parents and two siblings attended jelly 
dumplings-making workshop at CSC to celebrate Dragon 
Boat Festival.

May 28 An outing activity was held for eight patients, a parent and a 
sibling at Tai Po.

Jun 3, 12 A family outing activity was held for nine patients, nine parents 
and a sibling at Kwai Fong Create Bar - Ceramic Studio.

Jun 4, 11, 18, 25 10 patients joined four sessions of floral workshop at CSC.

Jun 4, 5 Special thanks to Unusual Productions (China) Limited, 250 
free tickets were distributed to patients and their families to 
enjoy Jade Kwan 20th Anniversary Concert 2022.

Jun 11 An online handmade toy workshop was held for six patients 
and six parents.

Jun 15 Three patients attended a session on Japanese calligraphy.



Aug 23 Six patients and six parents attended a STEM workshop at CSC.

Aug 27, Oct 1 Two floor curling friendly matches were held for seven patients 
and two parents at Hung Hom.

Aug 27 12 patients, eight parents and two siblings took an icy 
mooncake-making workshop at CSC.

Aug 27 A parent-child craft workshop was held for four patients and five 
parents at CSC.

Aug 28 47 participants from 16 CPC families attended a film show 
“Doraemon: Nobita’s Little Star Wars 2021” at Cinema City Candy 
Park.

Aug 29 A Sunshine School graduation outing activity was held for six 
survivors, seven parents and three siblings at Brilliant Craft.

Sept 4 20 patients, 32 parents and 14 siblings participated in a family 
activity at Wadakiyama Plantation.

Sep 17 Five patients and a parent attended a dessert-making workshop 
at CSC.

Oct 4 7 siblings from CPC families attended a sailing activity in Sai 
Kung.

Oct 8 19 patients, 27 parents and nine siblings participated in a 
Rainbow Project in which recognition is given to survivors 
participating in CCF activities actively.

Oct 22, 23 10 survivors, six parents and two siblings participated in 
24-hours at Hebe Haven Yacht Club.

Oct 22, 23 Four patients and survivors attended two sessions of Sunshine 
Market at Hebe Haven Yacht Club.

Oct 22, 29 Two sessions of Sand Printing workshop were held for 6 students 
from Hong Kong Christian Service Pui Oi School including CPC 
patients.

Oct Four patients and four parents attended a parent-child yoga class 
at CSC.

Oct A parent-child real room escape game was held for 14 patients 
and 17 parents at CSC.

Oct Four sessions of parent-child relationship group were held for six 
parents.

Oct Two survivors, a parent and a sibling participated a hiking activity 
at Lantau Island.

May - Jul 6 sessions of online positive parenting programme were held for 
10 parents.

May-Oct 15 sessions of online playroom were held for 131 patients and 
siblings at Hong Kong Children’s Hospital (HKCH), United Christian 
Hospital (UCH) and Tuen Mun Hospital (TMH).

May-Oct Eight sessions of online art class were held for 121 patients and 
siblings at HKCH and UCH.

May-Oct A session of individual occupational assessment were held for 19 
survivors.

May-Oct 9 sessions of individual occupational training were held for 11 
survivors.

May-Oct Four sessions of the medical and therapeutic workshop (童學會) 
were held for oncology patients and siblings with 17 attendances.

Jul - Aug Five sessions of sailing training programme were held at Hebe 
Haven Yacht Club for 9 survivors and one parent.

Jul - Oct 16 sessions of fancy rope skipping workshop were held at CSC for 
nine patients, nine parents and two siblings.

Patient and Hospital Services
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'Smile!' Photo Studio

一連五堂的小艇訓練 
喺暑假正式展開啦！⛵
This summer, we are having fun  
in the 5 sessions of Pico Sailing training! 

'Smile!' Photo Studio

風平浪靜， 
唯有畀啲耐性…… 
When the breeze is still,  
all you have to do is be patient…

有師兄師姐傍住四個新隊員，
一齊為比賽備戰！
Got encouraged by some senior 
crew members!

Sunshine Kids 
heading to the sea!

陽光小子出海去!

陽光小艇隊新成員第一次 
揚帆出海，好緊張〜 
It's the first time for our Sunshine Crew 
newbies to sail across the waves! 




